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Abstract

The purpose of this experiment is to analyze which color the stick caterpillars prefer. Do caterpillars have a color 

preference? It was hypothesized that the caterpillars would choose the green stick because the green stick is most 

closely related to their natural habitat. The researcher painted five bamboo skewers different colors (brown, white, 

gray, green, black), added leaves to each skewer, and placed them vertically in a large jar. The caterpillars were 

placed on the ground inside the jar. A timer was set and after an hour the data was collected, the researchers recorded 

the location of each caterpillar. Then the caterpillars were removed, placed back on the ground and the timer was set 

for another hour. Oeverall 23% of the caterpillars chose black, while only 14% chose green. The brown was also 

chosen 14% of the time. The researcher’s hypothesis was rejected because it was  hypothesized the majority of the 

caterpillars would choose the green stick. 



Purpose

The purpose of this experiment is to determine what colors of plants attract caterpillars. This topic was chosen 

because the researcher wanted to learn more about caterpillars and their behavior. This research project, do 

caterpillars have a color preference, has a real-world application in the prevention and/or attraction of 

caterpillars and moths.



Investigative Question & Hypothesis

Do caterpillars have a color preference? It is hypothesized that the caterpillars would 

choose the green skewer because it most 

closely resembles live shrubs and bushes.



Experimental Design Variables

a. Independent Variable: The color of the sticks

b. Dependent Variable: Number of caterpillars who chose each color

c. Constants: Same enclosure, same kind of caterpillars

d. Limitations/ Uncontrolled Variables: If the caterpillars die, which stick is chosen

e. Control Group: None



Materials & Procedures

● Black paint
● Gray paint
● White paint
● Brown paint
● Green paint
● 5 skewers
● 1 big plastic jar
● Sand
● Piece of wood with 5 holes
● Lantana leaves
● Small clear hair band
● 20 caterpillars
● Timer (iPhone)

1. Get a large plastic jar
2. Get a 4inx4inx2in block of wood
3. Drill 6 holes in a circle in the wood
4. Paint each of 5 skewers a different color
5. Stick the painted skewers in the wood
6. Put 4 inches of sand in the bottom of the 

jar to cover the wood
7. Attach a large leaf to the top of each 

skewer using a small rubber band
8. Place 20 caterpillars in the jar 
9. Wait an hour and record the results

10. Repeat steps 7-9 4 additional times









Data Analysis

The caterpillars had a different color choice each trial. In Trial 1, both brown and black had 4 caterpillars, white and 

gray each had 3, while green had 2, and 2 caterpillars remained on the ground. Trial 2, gray had 4, brown and black 

had 3, grenn 2, white 1, and 5 remained on the ground. Trial 3, 8 caterpillars remained on the ground, brown and 

black each had 3, green 2, white and gray each had 1, Trial 4, black 5, green 4, white 3, brown 2, gray 1, and 3 on the 

ground. Trial 5, black 6, green 3, white and gray 2, brown 1, and 4 on the ground. Overall, black was chosen in 

23.3% of the trials, brown and green were chosen 14.4% of the time, gray 12.2%, white 11.1%, 24.4% of the time 

the caterpillars remained on the ground. Based on the data collected, black was chosen the most frequently. The data 

indicates the skewer colors most closely resembling those found in the caterpillars' natural habitat were not chosen 

the most.



Conclusion

Do Caterpillars have a color preference? The researcher hypothesized the caterpillars would choose the green stick 

more often than the other colors. Based on the data collected the conclusion can be reached that the caterpillars chose 

the black skewer more often than the other colors. The results show that the caterpillars repeatedly choose the black 

rather than the colors more closely related to their natural habitat. The researcher’s results did not support the 

hypothesis, the caterpillars did not prefer the green stick most often instead they chose the black.


